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Key Highlights 

• New tenements secured at Mt Dimer project 

• One exploration and one prospecting licence has been applied for 

north of Mt Dimer’s main tenements   

• A 22.2% increase to Mt Dimer projects land holding from 2,029 ha 

to 2480.5 ha; 

• Additional sample results over M77/957, M77/958 and M77/965 

are pending 

Vector Resources Ltd (ASX: VEC) (“Vector” or “the Company”) is pleased to 

announce it has secured applications for additional land holdings to the north of 

tenements M77/427 and M77/428, and north west of tenements M77/957, 

M77/958 and M77/965 which form part of the Company’s flagship Mt. Dimer 

project. 

The increase in the Mt Dimer land holdings by 22.2% has potential for additions to the newly 

identified mineralization targets within the existing mining tenements. This ground will be explored 

with a geochemical auger program that could identify potential new areas for exploration drilling. 

The recently released auger results of tenements M77/427 and M77/428 show potential targets on 

the northern border of the tenements with the newly secured ground. 

Vector Resources Chairman Damien O'Reilly said the Board were extremely pleased to secure the 

ground considering the amount of exploration activities currently being undertaken at Mt Dimer. 

The area has similar structural features to Mt Dimer and little exploration for precious metals has 

been carried out previously. 

 

Mt DIMER GOLD PROJECT AREA INCREASED BY 22% 

New Geochemical Dispersion Plot of M77/427 & M77/428 
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Diagram of Newly Secured Ground at the Mt Dimer Project 

 
 

Significant Upside 

The Mt Dimer project has significant landholdings that recently identified 17 new green field 

targets. The addition of this ground has encouraging fundamentals that include:  

• 22.2% increase in landholdings of 451.3 ha; 

• Recent geochemical survey indicates new targets at the boundary of existing and newly 

secured ground; 

• Upon granting, the new area will systematically be explored using geochemical sampling 

followed by RAB and RC drill programs of identified targets; 

• Area largely under explored for precious metals. 
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Competent Person’s Statement 
 

Information in this report pertaining to mineral resources and exploration results was compiled by Mr P Thomas who is a member of 

Aus.I.M.M.  Mr P Thomas has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under 

consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the 

‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Reserves’.  Mr P Thomas consents to the inclusion in 

the report of the matters based on his information in the form and context which it appears. 


